
 

Mt Damper & Mt Damper Falls 

Topo50 Map: BG32 Oharu; BH32 Tokorima; BH31 Whangamomona                      GPS: NZTM on WGS84 

   

How to get to START:  Exit Taupo on SH1 down the lake for 45 minutes 
to Turangi then head for Taumarunui on SH41 passing Tokaanu, Omori and 
Kuratau Junction.  In Taumarunui cross the bridge and go left on SH43 for 
Stratford. After about 2 hours go right for Ohura and in Ohura follow SH4 
sign-posted New Plymouth on Waitaanga Rd, which does become gravel. In 
approximately three and a quarter hours pass Waitaanga Rd North on the 
right then turn left to Waitaanga Rd South and park at the end WP01. 

The tourist bit: Twenty minutes after passing through Taumarunui a 
“lavender” farm is passed, this is a good place for a coffee stop and a 
breather.  On reaching Ohura, if time allows, a ten minute tiki tour shows the 
old prison and several empty, abandoned shops in this once active ghost 
town. The whole area around this tramp is very remote and empty with the 
attractive dense bush growing right to the edge of the highway, which is often 
very narrow and gravel. The road link from the start to the end is slightly 
challenging with winding and  very steep sections so do not leave grandma 
to drop and pick you up. 

 
Access map sheets 

 
  As can be seen the tramp (red line) falls on three map 
sheets BG32, BH31 and BH32 

Rough Description: A strenuous overnighter which should be labelled with a health warning as it is a route with little or no track 

to follow. Day 1 starts at the end of Waitaanga Road South to pass through farmland then follow a virtually level old tramway to an 
unnamed Doc hunter’s hut (3 – 4 hours), which makes a good stopover. From here there are grinding slopes up and down to reach 
the spectacular Rerepahupahu Falls which offers a place to pitch a tent. To reach the falls in one go requires around 6 hours . If 
camped at the falls Day 2 to Okau Rd is signed as requiring 7 hours but this is where the health warning should be issued – the exit 
via Mt Damper and the Mt Damper Falls requires nearer 11 hours to complete. There used to be an “escape” route by following the 
track heading SE instead of towards Mt Damper to the SW from the junction still shown on the maps – however this track which 
exits near Tatu on SH43 is closed and totally unmaintained. 
Detail: From the car park (WP01370masl) cross the stile to the farmland and follow the obvious track heading SE for just over an 

hour (WP02388masl) to then parallel the stream and forest to the S and SSW to end up close to the stream (WP03382masl) then 
wander about a bit still basically S to cross a small farm bridge (WP04385masl) and immediately turn sharp left to an old DoC notice 
and a stile over the fence to begin following the old tramway with many sleepers still evident. 

 
The crew at start 

 
DoC notice and stile 

 
Sleepers on the tramway 

In getting this far there is every chance that magpies have been encountered as there are many in the trees at the edge of the 
forest. On the track ahead other native life presences are quite noticeable as there are many spots well dug-up by rooting pigs and,  
on the nature side of things, Morepork are present as they were heard overnight. One unpleasant thing noted was the presence of 
hook grass for the “hairy-legged” tramper. 
For the next 5km the walking is on the level, being a tram line, but slightly tricky due to the presence of the sleepers and 
encroaching vegetation – it could be difficult going in the wet as the sleepers would be slippery.  The DoC presence may be 
reduced nowadays but at one time there was a huge input as there are seven swing bridges to cross, all of which are in good 
condition, plus several smaller wooden bridges.  There is fair bird life to be heard in the pleasant bush but otherwise there is not 
much to see until a grassy clearing (WP11335masl) is arrived at which could offer suitable spots to pitch a tent.  Soon after the 
clearing there is another clearing along with an un-mapped Fall’s Hut,  hunter’s hut (WP12400masl) which is not shown on any map. 
 

 
Hunters hut 

There is a DoC log book, four bunks plus 

mattresses, good work surface, sink and internal 

water fed from a rain-water fed tank upslope – 

you turn the water on and off again when you 

leave – and a wood-burner.  

The standard DoC toilet is 

worth a visit if only to read 

the notice. Good taste 

would suggest one at a 

time anyway.  
 

 

 
Neat and tidy kitchen area 

It should be noted that most of the route so far has pretty closely followed the mapped track but from near WP08 the route does 

diverge to some extent and the tramper has to keep a wary eye open for obvious sleepers, lack of sleepers and track on the fo rest 

floor.  From just before the hut onwards to the Rerepahupahu Falls the present route does not follow the mapped track to any great 

extent.  



 

  

 



 

Soon after the hut the route heads SE and S quite steeply uphill until an unexpected very steep ladder has to be used on a steep, 
tricky descent (WP13365masl).  Soon after this and about 4:30min walking there is a track junction (WP14288masl) with right for the 
Rerepahupahu Falls and left for the route to Mt Damper.  Camping is possible (WP15275masl) below the falls which are spectacular 
and it should be noted that the camp site was the lowest point on this tramp. 
Google Image 

 
Day 2: Day starts with the idea that the walk out via Mt Damper and Damper Falls will require about 7 hours – this it totally 
erroneous and up to 11 hours are required due to the difficulty of walking what is basically off-track with precious few track 
markers available and on occasions GPS navigation is really required.  Within half an hour there is a track junction (WP16288masl) 
where the route goes right over a swing bridge, the other branch used to be an escape route out past the disused mine and Waro 
Road but this track has been abandoned and is closed – as is Waro Road well before it reaches Tatu on SH43.  
The features noted from here on all appear to be bad news for the tramper but are essential knowledge to be carrying. There is a 
steep climb up from the river with a high point (WP17491masl) on a steep ridge with very poor route marking. Almost an hour later 
there are undulating narrow ridges (WP18473masl) with numerous windfalls and again so poorly marked that a GPS is 
recommended. The situation does not improve much over the next hour with difficult walking making progress slow and tiring 
whilst again relying on GPS (WP19510masl).  However something that can be seen and felt as progress is the summit of Mt 
Damper (WP20526masl) reached after just over 6 hours. One hour after this yet another unexpected, unmapped DoC Hut is 
reached (WP21510masl) and it should be noted that the water supply at the Mt Damper Hut is the first water located on this route 



 

since the Rerepahupahu Falls. 
From the hut the route continues to the SW then swings S till a DoC sign (WP22) indicates the Road End at a high point, treat this 
sign with caution and rely on GPS navigation yet again. After a steady loss of altitude the bush-line  (WP23445masl) to farmland is 
reached in about 10hours walking, from here head downhill to the right following the bush-line through some pines where there 
are a few track markers. After exiting the pines pass though a wooden gate with bee hives on the right, and go straight ahead on a 
farm track then over a bridge to meet the Mt Damper Falls track. Go left on this track to arrive at a stile (WP24316masl) and the car 
park on Okau Road. 
It should be noted that from the bush-line (WP23) the route has moved off the hill into the lower land of the paddocks as can be 
clearly seen in the map with the red tramp line well to the south of the mapped original track. 
 

 
The stile at the track end 

 
Boots off and tea in 

 
 

If there is interest and energy a short 
wander of a kilometre to view the Mt 
Damper Falls can fill in another 20 minutes. 
On the Google image above the track to the 
falls is the blue line. 
From the car park (WP24) it is 9 minutes 
easy wander to a gate on a small bridge 
passing from grazing land to ecological 
reserve. From the bridge the track is gravel 
to tourist standard. In 15 minutes there is a 
bend (WP26) with old DoC notices on the 
steep bank on the RHS indicating the track 
to Mt Damper Hut and Rerepahupahu Falls 
with warnings about the difficulties –  please 
note that this is no longer the route being 
used though it is marked on the map. 
Another 3min on the tourist track reaches 
the upper viewpoint (WP27) for Mt Damper 
Falls then down a fair few steps for another 
3 minutes reaches the lower viewpoint 
(WP28). 

 

 

 
Warnings at Mt Damper Track start – no longer used 

 
Mt Damper Falls 

 

 
 
Notes:   GPS = Garmin GPSmap 62sc 

 WP = Waypoint as taken by GPS unit 

 masl = metres above sea level 

  

 


